To reduce the level of corruption in Ukraine by promoting transparency, accountability and integrity in public authorities and civil society.

Looking into the future, in 2018 we see ourselves as an organization that can boast of a solid analytical potential, works to scrutinize current anti-corruption policies of the state, and advances towards becoming a full-fledged center for policy development.
2016 has passed, a year of mixed experiences and contrasts.

E-declaration has been launched, but the National Agency on Corruption Prevention (NACP) did not check any declarant and did not refer any case to the National Anti-corruption Bureau (NABU) or other institutions. The political party financial reporting procedure was formed, but Ukrainian politics hardly became more accountable and open. Ukraine at last managed to fulfill the requirements of the visa liberalization Action Plan, particularly, its anti-corruption component, but did not obtain the long-sought-after visa regime facilitation with the EU countries.

More setbacks can be found. And, probably, there will not be fewer in 2017. The future is full of challenges and, therefore, will require a very active work on our part. TI Ukraine’s team is changing, strengthening, and adapting. Our main office moved from Kropyvnytskyi to Kyiv. With the assistance of UNDP in Ukraine TI Ukraine underwent the procedure of organizational capacity assessment, developed a plan of top-priority institutional transformations, and got a basic institutional support for the transitional period.

There were also victories. The launch of the e-declaration system, which is a success according to 63% of Ukrainians (the Rating group survey) and the work of the ProZorro system, which 49% of respondents consider to be a Ukrainian success, implementation of the competitive selection of public officials, positively assessed by 52% of Ukrainians, adoption of the law on transparent party financing. Much work is ahead, as 81% of citizens consider fight against corruption to be unsuccessful. Every day we work to satisfy the request for justice, which made society rise against the rotten system three years ago. We want corrupt officials, who steal from Ukrainians, to be brought to justice, and transparent rules and mechanisms to work in Ukraine. We will continue working and investing our energy into strategic priorities: promote the introduction of e-declarations. More than 100,000 of public officials filed their declarations online. Information disclosure on their own income and making it available is a progressive step towards accountability, integrity and cleaning the public sector of corrupt officials.

We can achieve progress only by uniting the efforts of like-minded people from civil society, state and private sectors. Transparency International Ukraine as a chapter of the global anti-corruption movement is ready to be a platform for uniting all stakeholders who want to help in making Ukraine strong and clean from corruption.
The competition between new anti-corruption authorities and old law enforcement bodies, except for the competition for a result, is out of the question.

Yaroslav Yurchyshyn, Executive Director of Transparency International Ukraine

#TIUkraine #corruptiOFF
NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

In the summer of 2016, YAROSLAV YURCHYSHYN, became the new executive director of TI Ukraine. He was chosen by the Board through a competitive search. Yaroslav is an expert in advocacy and anti-corruption policy, holding a degree in history and political studies. Yaroslav headed the advocacy campaign for the Reanimation Package of Reforms (RPR) coalition and remains a leading expert of the RPR Anti-Corruption group. In January he was elected the Co-head of the RPR Board. He has many years of experience in conducting civil lobbying campaigns, working as people's deputy assistant, advocacy training, and cooperating with media. In addition, Yaroslav headed the Ukrainian national scout organization “Plast” for 3 years.

NEW BOARD

On October 15, 2016, during the conference the members of TI Ukraine elected its board. The new members of the board are

JUHANI GROSSMANN, Head of anti-corruption projects in Western Europe and South-Western Asia;
VITALIY KASKO, former Deputy Prosecutor General, lawyer;
YULIA KLYMENKO, former Deputy Minister of Economic Development;
ANDRIY MARUSOV, independent expert in public procurement, journalist;
TOMAS FIALA, Chief Executive Officer of the Dragon Capital investment company.

NEW ACCENTS

In the autumn of 2016, TI Ukraine set its strategic priorities and implementation strategies for 2016-2018. Our top priorities are:

OPEN AND INDEPENDENT GOVERNMENT:
monitoring of public procurement and sales integrity, Open Government Partnership Initiative’s standards implementation.

ZERO TOLERANCE FOR CORRUPTION:
conducting informational and advocacy campaigns, monitoring of the Yanukovych regime’s corrupt practices and top officials’ conflicts of interest, strengthening Ukrainian business integrity, implementing a political party financing transparency control mechanism, and promoting open access to state data.

NEW DEVELOPMENT PLAN

In summer 2016, TI Ukraine underwent a procedure of organizational capacity comprehensive assessment with the support of the Enhanced Public Sector Transparency and Integrity UNDP project.

TI Ukraine’s team has formed an organizational development plan (inner transformations of the organization, procedures, and transition to the program-based approach) based on the findings, and received an institutional support for the transition period up to August 2017.

VOLUNTEERS

In 2016 forty-six volunteers completed an internship in TI Ukraine. These are people from Ukraine, Germany, the USA (Harvard, Yale), Norway, Romania, Poland, Thailand, France (Science Po), Great Britain, Italy, Switzerland, and Scotland. Volunteers did translations of TI Ukraine documentation, helped in the preparation of anti-corruption instructions, monitored e-procurement, searched international materials concerning public officials’ life styles, and helped in the analytical surveys. Two of them joined the TI Ukraine’s team.

THE NEW TEAM WILL HELP THE ORGANIZATION REMAIN TRUE TO ITSELF, MAINTAIN AND DEVELOP ON PAST SUCCESSES, RENEW ITSELF FROM WITHIN, WHILE ALWAYS REMAINING TRUE TO THE VALUES OF THE GLOBAL MOVEMENT: DURING THE FOLLOWING TWO YEARS, WE WILL STRIVE FOR MORE STABILITY, WHICH WILL MAKE UKRAINE MORE TRUSTWORTHY."

Andriy Marusov, Chair of the Board
THE DOZORRO MONITORING PORTAL

PROZORRO.SALE SYSTEM

CHALLENGE

In December 2015, the Parliament adopted the law On Public Procurement. From August 1, 2015, the usage of the e-procurement system became obligatory for all state costs controllers and local communities. There was a problem with the organization of training for the future system users and providing efficient monitoring on the part of society. Besides, it became clear that the ProZorro principles should also be transferred into public sales.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

TI Ukraine’s team supported the development of separate ProZorro e-procurement system modules. Trainings for regional agents of change were organized, as well as for customers and business representatives. The ProZorro analytics modules have been considerably improved: public (bi.prozorro.org) and professional (biprozorro.org). The DOZORRO monitoring portal has been created and launched. TI Ukraine continued to support the work of the Complaint Review Body for possible violations in below-threshold procurement. The State Audit Service of Ukraine with the support of TI Ukraine prepared some amendments to the law of Ukraine On Public Procurement concerning the open monitoring of procurement in the ProZorro system, taking into account risk indicators. TI Ukraine’s team promoted the concept of obligatory implementation of the Open Contracting Data Standard in procurement and development of procurement e-monitoring in the Open Government Partnership Action Plan 2016-2018.

The project of state electronic sales ProZorro.Sale on the basis of the Deposit Guarantee Fund has been launched. The bi.prozorro.sale public analytics module has been developed.

OUTPUT

Thanks to ProZorro, approximately 300,000 of procurement were completed in 2016 (138,000 of them are competitive) with the expected value of 1.38 billion hryvnias. More than 60,000 business representatives participated in the bidding process. Complaint Review Body processed 4,000 complaints from the participants of below-threshold procurement. 27.5% were satisfied with the recommendation to reconsider the procurement results or hold new one. As a result of joined efforts of all partners, including TI Ukraine, the ProZorro system received two prestigious awards: World Procurement Award and Open Government Award.

The state budget saved in total 7.3 billion UAH and 8.4% of the sold lots through the ProZorro.Sale was price increase.
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OPEN AND GOOD GOVERNANCE

1. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT AND SALES SYSTEM AND DEVELOPMENT OF MONITORING INFRASTRUCTURE
2. THE DOZORRO MONITORING PORTAL
3. THE PROJECT OF STATE ELECTRONIC SALES PROZORRO.SALE
4. E-HEALTH SYSTEM
5. COST (CONSTRUCTION SECTOR TRANSPARENCY INITIATIVE)
6. OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE
7. IMPLEMENTATION OF OPEN STANDARDS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE IN THE KIYV CITY STATE ADMINISTRATION
8. OPEN PARLIAMENT

PROJECT PARTNERS:

E-HEALTH SYSTEM

CHALLENGE

The health system needs reforming. Creation of an electronic healthcare system, which will simplify interaction for all of its users and will be effective, safe, modern, handy, transparent, and useful.

TI UKRAINE'S ACTIONS

TI Ukraine joined the implementation of the e-health in Ukraine (open-health.in.ua). The e-health initiative has brought NGOs, health and IT business, theoreticians, experts, academics and government representatives together to optimize the work and digitalization of Ukrainian healthcare.

OUTPUT

On November 25, 2016, the Deputy Minister of Healthcare, Uliana Suprun, IT-managers, and civil society organizations signed a Memorandum declaring the intention to collaborate in order to build a transparent and efficient healthcare e-system in Ukraine.

CONSTRUCTION SECTOR TRANSPARENCY INITIATIVE (COST)

CHALLENGE

The construction sector is one of the least transparent and accountable sectors not only in Ukraine, but in the whole world. In 2015, the Ministry of Infrastructures of Ukraine, Ukarvodor, TI Ukraine, and CoST International signed a Memorandum on Implementation of the Standards of Transparency in the Construction Sector.

TI UKRAINE'S ACTIONS

TI Ukraine is a host organization for the CoST Initiative in Ukraine and it ensures effective operation of the National Secretariat and Multi-Stakeholder Group. Moreover, TI Ukraine represents civil society organizations in the Multi-Stakeholder Group and follows the implementation of standards.

OUTPUT

CoST in Ukraine implemented standards based on four pilot projects in road infrastructure. In December 2016, the first verification report indicating the branch problems and giving strict recommendations for its reforming for achieving effective construction was presented. Minister of Infrastructure and President recognized the success of the Initiative and supported its implementation politically. Moreover, SE Ukrenenergo recently joined CoST Ukraine.

OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE

CHALLENGE

Low level of implementation of good open standards of responsible management, as well as engaging citizens to formulate and implement the state policy; insufficient accountability of authorities; and weak system for providing quality state services.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

TI Ukraine has been promoting an international Open Government Partnership Initiative for 5 years already. In 2016, the organization became the facilitator of the Initiative’s management modernization mechanism in Ukraine, actively helped developing its National Action Plan as well as regional action plans in Dnipropetrovsk and Luhansk oblasts for the next reporting period. TI Ukraine assisted in the approval of authorities’ new standards of openness and constantly monitored the Initiative’s openness.

OUTPUT

The National and regional action plans were developed for Dnipropetrovsk oblast, including key efficiency indicators. The discussion of the proposals was held in the “World Cafe” format. TI Ukraine joined the collective action of the Paris Declaration. The status of implementation of the Initiative was analyzed in ten oblasts of Ukraine. TI Ukraine is a partner in the Initiative’s commitments implementation. The optimization of the Administration Service Centers of Dnipropetrovsk oblast has been started. A high-level diagnostics ofGov.ua state services internet-portal development project was organized and conducted, including practices of the standard CORBIT 5 «Build, Acquire and Implement».

«THE MAIN VALUE OF THE OPEN PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT, CIVIL SOCIETY INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES BOTH IN PLANNING THE INITIATIVE’S ACTIVITIES, AND IN THEIR IMPLEMENTATION, AS WELL AS IN BEARING THE JOINT RESPONSIBILITY FOR COMMITMENTS»
Natalia Okhosa, Deputy Director of the Department for Information and Public Relations at Secretariat of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine

PLACE among the countries of Eastern Europe and Central Asia

43rd PLACE among 102 countries according to the «Open Government Index»
**OPEN AND GOOD GOVERNANCE**

1. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT AND SALES SYSTEM AND DEVELOPMENT OF MONITORING INFRASTRUCTURE
2. THE DOZORRO MONITORING PORTAL
3. THE PROJECT OF STATE ELECTRONIC SALES PROZORRO.SALE
4. E-HEALTH SYSTEM
5. COST (CONSTRUCTION SECTOR TRANSPARENCY INITIATIVE)
6. OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE
7. IMPLEMENTATION OF OPEN STANDARDS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE IN THE KYIV CITY STATE ADMINISTRATION
8. OPEN PARLIAMENT

**PROJECT PARTNERS:**


**OPEN PARLIAMENT**

**CHALLENGE**

The lack of transparency in the Parliament’s work and low level of citizen engagement to the parliamentary processes.

**TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS**

After Ukraine joined Declaration on Parliamentary Openness on February 5, 2017, the Action Plan on its implementation has been developed. Transparency International Ukraine, the civil network OPORA, CHESNO civil movement, the Eidos Centre for Political Studies and Analysis, Media Law Institute together with the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine with the support of the United Nations Development Program in Ukraine worked on it. The Transparency International Ukraine’s representatives are members of the Initiative’s Monitoring Committee.

**OUTPUT**

During the period of the Initiative’s implementation in Ukraine the following results were achieved:

- specialized places for processing of information requests;
- a new section called ‘Passage’ in the draft law on the VRU’s Web portal;
- launch of the VRU Open Data Portal http://opendata.rada.gov.ua/, where information on MPs, draft laws, financial and administrative data were published to the full extent and in digital format;
- development of the long-term Communication Strategy of VRU and others.

**IMPLEMENTATION OF OPEN STANDARDS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE IN THE KYIV CITY STATE ADMINISTRATION**

**CHALLENGE**

Low level of implementation of good open standards of responsible management; high level of corruption in local authorities; non-transparency of the investment policy.

**TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS**

TI Ukraine is an active member of the Anti-corruption Council at the Kyiv City State Administration and the working group on preparation of regulatory legal acts regarding improvement of the attracting investments mechanism.

**OUTPUT**

The Framework Anti-corruption Program and Regulations on Kyiv investment resources have been developed. The analytical publication Analysis of Best Practices of New Agencies Functioning to Attract Investments has been prepared. TI Ukraine initiated the process of creating a mechanism of independent civic monitoring of the Kyiv Investment Agency’s work.

«FURTHER IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN TO TRANSFORM THE KYIV CITY STATE ADMINISTRATION’S INVESTMENT POLICY, WE, AND OUR PARTNER TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL UKRAINE, ARE INITIATING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CIVIL-INDEPENDENT MONITORING MECHANISM FOR THE KYIV INVESTMENT AGENCY.»

Hennadii Plis, First Deputy Head of the Kyiv City State Administration
ZERO TOLERANCE FOR CORRUPTION:

1. LAUNCH OF THE DEFENCE CORRUPTION MONITORING COMMITTEE

2. STRENGTHENING ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY IMPLEMENTATION IN UKRAINE BASED ON THE LATVIAN EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF POLITICAL PARTY FINANCE CONTROL

3. RESEARCH OF TRANSPARENCY IN CORPORATE REPORTING IN UKRAINE: PRIVATE AND STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES

4. A CASE-BASED APPROACH TO FIGHTING GRAND CORRUPTION

5. LAUNCH OF THE ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM

DECORRUPTION AND COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN CORRUPTION MUST BE SPOTTED

6. PASOS IN COOPERATION WITH TI UKRAINE: SUPPORT OF REGIONAL INITIATIVES PARTNERS FOR EMPOWERMENT

PROJECT PARTNERS


LAUNCH OF THE DEFENCE CORRUPTION MONITORING COMMITTEE

CHALLENGE

The defence sector of Ukraine is in need of reform with a help of an experienced part of international community, including by means of introducing the systems of transparency and accountability.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

Responding to current challenges in the field of transparency and accountability of the defence sector, The Defence Corruption Monitoring Committee (Nezalezhnyi Antikorrupciynyi Komitet z pryan obo rony, or NAKO) is a joint international and Ukrainian monitoring group supported by Ukraine-based Secretariat and UK-based Transparency International Defence and Security program, was established. This project builds on the success of the Monitoring and Evaluation Committee in Afghanistan, the Civil Society Defence Reform Platform in Palestine, and the International Commission against Impunity in Guatemala. During the Secretariat of the Committee was established and staffed, the media strategy was developed, and the research priorities were identified.

OUTPUT

The first agreements have been reached with the key authorities in the defence, security and anti-corruption sector: the Ministry of Defence, State Concern Ukroboronprom, the National Anti-corruption Bureau, and the Specialized Anti-corruption Prosecutor’s Office. The first research priorities have been identified and recommendations were given:

- for the Ministry of Defence – providing the military men with dwelling and audit of real estate assets that are owned by the Ministry; health services (procurement of drugs) for the needs of the Armed Forces of Ukraine;
- for the State Concern Ukroboronprom introducing the standards of OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) openness principles to Open Governance on state enterprises, monitoring and assistance in their implementation.

STRENGTHENING ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY IMPLEMENTATION IN UKRAINE: LATVIAN EXPERIENCE APPLICABLE TO UKRAINE IN THE FIELD OF POLITICAL PARTY FINANCE CONTROL

CHALLENGE

Ukraine is in a critical phase of the implementation of anti-corruption reforms that started in 2014 and were supported by international organizations. The work of NACP, which is still in the process of being established, can be strengthened due to the experience of similar institutions abroad to effectively fulfill its functions, including in the field of political party finance control.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

Together with Transparency International Latvia the TI Ukraine’s team initiated a project within which two expert visits took place. At first the Ukrainian delegation consisting of NACP members, civil activists and journalists visited Riga to share their experience with Latvian colleagues from the Corruption Prevention and Combating Bureau (KNAB). Later the Latvian delegation consisting of the Bureau’s representatives and Transparency International Latvia visited Kyiv, where the meeting with civil society activists, NACP representatives, Central Election Commission and Accusing Chamber of Ukraine, Deput y Minister of Justice was held. The Latvian colleagues delivered a lecture on party finance control.
ZERO TOLERANCE FOR CORRUPTION:

1. LAUNCH OF THE DEFENCE-CORRUPTION MONITORING COMMITTEE

2. STRENGTHENING ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY IMPLEMENTATION IN UKRAINE BASED ON THE LATVIAN EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF POLITICAL PARTY FINANCE CONTROL

3. RESEARCH OF TRANSPARENCY IN CORPORATE REPORTING IN UKRAINE: PRIVATE AND STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES

4. A CASE-BASED APPROACH TO FIGHTING GRAND CORRUPTION

5. LAUNCH OF THE ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM

DECORRUPTION AND COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN CORRUPTION MUST BE SPOTTED

6. PASOS IN COOPERATION WITH TI UKRAINE: SUPPORT OF REGIONAL INITIATIVES PARTNERS FOR EMPOWERMENT

PROJECT PARTNERS


RESEARCH OF TRANSPARENCY IN CORPORATE REPORTING IN UKRAINE: PRIVATE AND STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES

CHALLENGE

The corporate sector in Ukraine, both state and private institutions, need more transparency and accountability to society. In view of the strategic priority Zero Tolerance for Corruption TI Ukraine promotes integrity of the Ukrainian business through its analytical and monitoring work.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

During 2016 the level of transparency of fifty private companies and fifty state-owned enterprises was assessed at the all-Ukrainian level. The TI Ukraine’s team developed the companies’ transparency rankings according to the international methodology, assessed existing anti-corruption programs of private companies and prepared general recommendations for improvement of transparency, accessibility of information and reporting.

OUTPUT

TI Ukraine has created the rankings of transparency and openness of 100 largest enterprises of Ukraine and developed recommendations for increasing transparency. Within the project, the popularization of corporate reporting has considerably increased, state-owned and private large companies pay more attention to transparency and openness in reporting. The organization started working on introduction of minimum standards and openness rules for business.

A CASE-BASED APPROACH TO FIGHTING GRAND CORRUPTION

CHALLENGE

Hundreds of million dollars stolen by Yanukovych and his allies have yet to be returned to Ukraine. As a result, this case was chosen as a top-priority in the framework of the international campaign Unmask the Corrupt (https://unmaskthecorrupt.org) for information, analytical and investigative assistance.

OUTPUT

The register for the investigation of corruption offenses by the high-ranking officials of the Yanukovych regime and communication with representatives of NGO in the countries where the frozen assets are held for the further cooperation, aiming for their recovery, has been initiated.

The register for the investigation of corruption offenses by the high-ranking officials of the Yanukovych regime and communication with representatives of NGO in the countries where the frozen assets are held for the further cooperation, aiming for their recovery, has been initiated.
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**LAUNCH OF THE ‘DECORRUPTION’ COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM AND ‘CORRUPTION MUST BE SPOTTED’ COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN**

**CHALLENGE**

Ukraine lacks a consolidated platform for development of communications products in corruption prevention, based on a uniform quality standard. Moreover, there is a need in balancing and coordinating anti-corruption communications.

**TI UKRAINE'S ACTIONS**

TI Ukraine and the National Council of Reforms created the communications platform Decorruption and implemented the pilot communications campaign Corruption Must Be Spotted. The Decorruption platform will become a consolidated platform for the development of anti-corruption communications products. It was developed in a collaboration with the Cheil Ukraine communications agency that includes gender-sensitive external advertising, anti-corruption recordings on radio and strip cartoons. In the framework of the campaign the Ukraine’s first ever 360-degree anti-corruption comic strip was produced. The performance and quest was organized to engage youth.

**OUTPUT**

More than 800 creative and off-standard external ads were placed around the country and original radio recordings broadcasted.

**PASOS IN COOPERATION WITH TI UKRAINE: SUPPORT OF REGIONAL INITIATIVES, PARTNERS IN EMPOWERMENT**

**CHALLENGE**

Accountability of authorities in five countries (Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine) must be strengthened. The project objective is to strengthen civil society organizations and leaders in the five member countries of the Eastern Partnership that are ready to cooperate and use partner and international expertise to assist accountability of authorities by means of engaging efficient civic monitoring to the policy formation process and enhancing the decision monitoring expertise and decisions of authorities.

**TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS**

TI Ukraine selected three regional organizations that will implement the project in Ukraine. They use the evidence-based research so that the monitoring of authorities and budget process lead to policy reforming and more transparent work.

**OUTPUT**

The Association for Community Self-organization Assistance (Odesa) conducted an analysis of the forming and execution of local budgets in Yuzhne and Bilazivka cities, prepared recommendations to increase efficiency and transparency of budget costs usage, and developed the Provisions on budget of participation for these cities, and now communicates it with local authorities.

The Institute of Analysis and Advocacy (Poltava) carried out a complex monitoring and analysis of administrative services in Poltava and Lutsk and formed practical recommendations for their improvement; developed an e-format concept of administrative services delivery and together with authorities started its implementation. The organization also conducted an information campaign for popularization of Centers of Administrative Services Provision, and for spreading the information on their activity among citizens.

The Dnipro Coordination and Expert Center on Regulatory Policy (Dnipropetrovsk) works on the project aiming at corruption prevention in the transport field in twenty-two regional centers of Ukraine. The organization carried out an analysis of data from the open sources on public funds usage, analysis of local budgets on articles ‘transport’, developed a draft program of civil society development in Dnipropetrovsk oblast, including the activities on civil monitoring of authorities’ activity. The anti-corruption expertise of eleven regulatory legal acts in a corresponding sector has been performed and comments to the draft laws regulating the transport issues have been prepared.
IT IS NOT SHAMEFUL TO WHISTLEBLOW INFORMATION AND MOBILIZATION CAMPAIGN

CHALLENGE

The National Anti-corruption reform needs some information work oriented on changes in society in corruption reporting. In particular, the widespread negative stereotype on corruption whistleblowers and the fact that potential informers do not have the necessary knowledge on how to work with anti-corruption establishments.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

During 2016 TI Ukraine organized the It Is Not Shameful to Whistleblow information and mobilization campaign, which gathered 168 reports on corruption. 23% of complaints appeared to be irrelevant. The rest concerned judges and public officials (17%), corruption in education (14%), bribes in public authorities (13%), corruption in self-governance (10%), corruption in medicine and land (7%), public procurement (4%), fiscal sphere (3%), defence and corrupt practices connected with ATO (2%). TI Ukraine forwarded all the relevant reports to corresponding instances requesting to make an enquiry.

In spring 2016 TI Ukraine held an expert discussion How to Protect Ukrainian Whistleblowers? and regional public discussion How to Effectively Arrest a Public Official? Moreover, a free webinar Ways of Corruption Fight in Higher Educational Institutions and two seminars on corruption prevention in the Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine were held. TI Ukraine experts conducted a training for NACP as to the work with whistleblowers and protective mechanisms. About forty NACP employees took place in the training sessions.

Moreover, TI Ukraine delivered lectures at the Ukrainian Catholic University, five articles on corruption whistleblowing were printed in the National media, 268 news on the media resources websites were placed and two press conferences were held.

A number of cartoon clips were shown in the cinemas around Ukraine.

In the framework of the project Public Awareness-raising Campaign on the Functions of the Anti-corruption TI Ukraine released 800 brochures explaining the functions of the anti-corruption bodies. They contain a step-by-step guide of possible interaction with the institution and the road map of the reform developed together with NABU. More than 500 posters on jurisdiction of anti-corruption institutions were produced. They show the ways of whistleblowing and how to contact these institutions.

ENGAGING STUDENTS OF THE WESTERN UKRAINIAN REGIONS TO ACTIVE CORRUPTION FIGHT IN EDUCATIONAL SPHERE VIA DEVELOPMENT OF AN ANTI-CORRUPTION CENTER

CHALLENGE

There is an insufficient number of active youth involved in the fight against corruption in education due to, among other things, lack of relevant knowledge. However, as evidenced by the Output research of the state of corruption in Ukraine by Kiev International Institute of Sociology, in our country the youth and people with a high education level often demonstrate against corruption. Ukraine seeks to bridge this gap.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

An Anti-corruption Hub was created last spring as a part of the ACREC center at the Kyiv-Mohyla Academy. Meetings with experts, workshops, and film demonstrations on the topic of anti-corruption are regularly held at the hub. Hall of the hub’s lecturers are from abroad to share their own experience in the anti-corruption sphere.

Moreover TI Ukraine cooperates with the Ukrainian Catholic University (UCU) in Lviv. The anti-corruption modules are included in the UCU’s certificate programs. In March and April, 2016 UCU two-module anticorruption schools were held, which gathered 30 participants from different regions of Ukraine: Zaporizhzhia, Kramatorsk, Odessa, Zhytomyr, Ivano-Frankivsk, Cherkasy, Lvivychansk.

The cooperation with the Norwegian School of Economics also began. Thirty Norwegian students arrived in Kyiv in spring and were instructed on the use of anti-corruption instruments at the Kyiv-Mohyla Academy. Joint events with Ukrainian students for sharing experience were also held.

OUTPUT

More than 700 young people during exercises, seminars and more than thirty public events received knowledge and became acquainted with the basic tools of struggle against corruption.

SPECTATORS at the cinemas watched the TI Ukraine’s social anti-corruption ads.

400,000
THE FIRST INSTANCE IS UNDER CONTROL

CHALLENGE

Два последних ТІ for two years TI Ukraine has been actively working towards reforming the judicial system, carry out advocacy of effective transformations in the Ukrainian justice system and promotes establishing of the Anti-corruption court. The judicial system reform is considered as a necessary element of corruption counteraction in Ukraine.

TI UKRAINE’S ACTIONS

From 2015 TI Ukraine has been actively working towards reforming the judicial system, carrying out advocacy of effective transformations in the Ukrainian justice system. Establishing an Effective Control Mechanism and Prevention to Illegal Decisions of Ukrainian courts up to a

1,000 CASES under Article 368 of the Criminal Code have been analyzed (demanding or receiving improper advantages), placed in the Unified Register of Court Decisions.

Appropriateness of the penalty and identity of laws implementation when punishing corrupt officials in Ukrainian courts have been investigated. News on doub-

OUTPUT

Under the research the problems within the judiciary system were covered by media due to citing and references to the research data by the Ukrainian media.

How often do you receive gifts amounting to some thousand UAH? Did you ever hit the jackpot? Ordinary citizens are not as lucky as Ukrainian judges.

GIFTS AND PRIZES OF JUDGES OF THE FIRST INSTANCES

How often do you receive gifts amounting to some thousand UAH? Did you ever hit the jackpot? Ordinary citizens are not as lucky as Ukrainian judges.

GIFTS, PRIZES, GAINS OF THE JUDGE AND HIS/HER FAMILY, THOUSAND UAH

PROPERTY OF THE JUDGES, THEIR FAMILIES

BANK DEPOSITS OR INCOME FROM ALIENATION OF PROPERTY OF THE JUDGE AND HIS/HER FAMILY, THOUSAND UAH

PROPERTIES OF THE JUDGES, THEIR FAMILIES

Apartments, SQ.M.

Houses, SQ.M.

Ordinary citizens are not as lucky as Ukrainian judges. Did you ever hit the jackpot? Ordinary citizens are not as lucky as Ukrainian judges. How often do you receive gifts amounting to some thousand UAH? Did you ever hit the jackpot? Ordinary citizens are not as lucky as Ukrainian judges.

THE BIGGER BRIBE YOU TAKE, THE HIGHER IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WILL BE ACQUITTED SUCH A CONCLUSION CAN BE MADE FROM THE ANALYSIS. TI UKRAINE IS WORKING NOW AND WILL BE WORKING TO BREAK THIS RULE.

Fedir Oryshchuk, founder of the website Persha Instantsia (First Instance)
WE ARE IN THE MEDIA

3 491 PUBLICATIONS THIS YEAR

THE MAIN TOPICS:

- PROZORRO: 1 160
- E-DECLARATION: 690
- GLOBAL CORRUPTION BAROMETER: 259
- CORRUPTION PERCEPTIONS INDEX: 343
- VISIT OF JOSE UGAZ: 265

2016 Annual Report Transparency International Ukraine
The aim of this publication is to provide Ukrainian government and civil society activists with instruments for the establishment of system of Ukrainian political parties finance control, which depends greatly upon the effectiveness of NACP. However, the buy-in of civil society organizations and media are also crucial in this process.

The manual admits the fact that the realm of money in politics and control of political corruption go beyond barely political parties finance control and cover some other areas of anti-corruption work such as lobbying, public procurement, private sector transparency, and election campaigns management. Some aspects of campaigns management and control are also mentioned in this manual.

The Global Corruption Barometer is the largest survey in the world tracking public opinion on corruption. It addresses people's direct experiences with bribery and details their views on corruption in the main institutions in their countries.

The Corruption Perceptions Index is an annual ranking of countries published by Transparency International since 1995. The countries are ranked by their perceived levels of corruption, as determined by expert assessments and opinion surveys.

The publication is aimed at keeping public informed about the main challenges of open government partnership initiative, its implementation in Ukraine, and fulfillment of national action plans during the period of 2012-2016. The publication contains analysis of commitments that required interaction between cabinet of ministers of Ukraine and the parliament. The main recommendations of independent reporting mechanism based on the results of fulfillment of the Action Plan for 2015 are also set forth in it.
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